TO: Larry Williams, Chair
FROM: Maria Elena Solifo, Chair, Core Curriculum Committee
Date: November 11, 2009

The committee met on October 28, 2009 at 3:00 pm. Members present: Martha Dunkelberger, William Dupré, Sarah Fishman, Richard Kasschau, John Snyder, and María Elena Solifo.

The Core Curriculum Committee members reviewed and approved the following items in the categories Writing in the Disciplines and Visual and Performing Arts-Critical. Our review led to minor corrections in typographic errors, and editing of catalog language.

UC 10343 09F: ITAL 4308: Dante and His World (New Core Course - WID)
UC 10344 09F: THEA 2343: Introduction to Dramaturgy (Core Course Change - VPA)
UC 10382 09F: WCL 3366: Latin American and Latino Film Studies (Core Course Change - VPA)
UC 10384 09F: WCL 3373: Gender and Sexuality in World Film (New Core Course - VPA)
UC 10385 09F: WCL 4322: Seminar in Scholarly Production (Core Course Change - WID)
UC 10388 09F: WCL 4367: Voices from the Exile and Diaspora (New Core Course - WID)
UC 10389 09F: GERM 3382: History of German Cinema (New Core Course - VPA)
UC 10390 09F: GERM 3384: Fascism and German Cinema (New Core Course - VPA)
UC 10391 09F: GERM 3385: East German Cinema (New Core Course - VPA)
UC 10392 09F: GERM 3387: Films of Herzog (New Core Course - VPA)
UC 10393 09F: GERM 3388: Films of Wenders (New Core Course - VPA)
UC 10403 09F: GERM 3386: Films of Fassbinder (New Core Course - VPA)
UC 10502 09F: SPAN 3384: Introduction to Hispanic Literature (Core Course Change - WID)
UC 10507 09F: IDNS 4392: History of 20th Century Science (New Core Course - WID)

Recommend approval of the above requests.

Tabled for further discussion or awaiting possible changes:

UC 10341 09F: HIST 4329: Greek and Roman Historians (New Core Course - WID)
UC 10342 09F: HIST 4339: Modern European Intellectual History (New Core Course - WID)
UC 10380 09F: HIST 3314: Liberals v.s. Conservatives: 20th Century US Politics from FDR to Obama (New Core Course - WID)

UC 10383 09F: WCL 3371: Cities in Film and the Arts (New Core Course - VPA)

UC 10386 09F: WCL 4351: Frames of Modernity I (Core Course Change - WID)

UC 10387 09F: WCL 4352: Frames of Modernity II (Core Course Change - WID)

UC 10500 09F: MUSI 3302: Listening to Jazz (New Core Course - VPA)

Pending:

UC 10300 09F: HRMA 2365: Tourism (Course Change)

UC 10381 09F: WCL 3362: U.S. Latino Literature (Core Course Change - Humanities)

UC 10501 09F: SPAN 3375: United States Hispanic Culture and Civilization (Core Course Change - Humanities)

UC 10502 09F: SPAN 3384: Introduction to Hispanic Literature (Core Course Change - WID)

UC 10503 09F: TELS 3363: Technical Communications (Core Course Change - Communications)

UC 10504 09F: ARCH 1359: Design Since 1945 (New Core Course - WID)

UC 10505 09F: CHEM 1331: Fundamentals of Chemistry (Core Course Change - Natural Sciences)

UC 10506 09F: CHEM 1332: Fundamentals of Chemistry (Core Course Change - Natural Sciences)

UC 10507 09F: IDNS 4392: History of 20th Century Science (New Core Course - WID)

UC 10508 09F: MATH 1313: Finite Mathematics with Applications (Core Course Change)

UC 10509 09F: PHYS 1110: Introductory Physics Seminar (Core Course Change - Natural Sciences)

UC 10510 09F: PHYS 1301: Introductory General Physics I (Core Course Change - Natural Sciences)

UC 10511 09F: PHYS 1302: Introductory General Physics II (Core Course Change - Natural Sciences)

UC 10512 09F: PHYS 1307: Physics of Energy and Climate in the 21st Century (New Core Course – Natural Sciences)